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COVID-19 data intervention options
Asymptomatic or
presymptomatic
●

●

●

Symptoms (unoﬃcial
diagnosis)

Heatmaps/hot-zones
aggregated, anonymized
data (e.g., telecoms data,
social media data, + more)

●

Symptom tracker apps

●

Thermal imaging

●

COVID research apps

Social distancing
compliance (drones, AR)

●

Online search results

●

Social media posts

●

Contact tracing apps that
allow self-reporting

Contact tracing &
exposure notiﬁcation (QR
codes, apps)

Oﬃcial positive diagnosis
●

Contact tracing (manual and
automated) & exposure
notiﬁcation of contacts
possibly exposed

●

Tracking bracelets or
beacons (other than mobile
devices)

●

Quarantine compliance
(apps, facial recognition etc)

●

Immunity passports

Broad ecosystem of COVID apps
●

Digital telehealth management app

e.g., K Health app
●

Symptom management apps

e.g., CDC’s COVID-19 Screening Tool
●

COVID-19 research apps

e.g., UK’s COVID Symptom Tracker
●

Quarantine enforcement apps

e.g., Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, India, Columbia
●

Contact tracing apps

e.g., Utah’s Healthy Together app
●

Exposure notiﬁcation apps

e.g., Switzerland’s app using the Apple-Google API)

Manual & automated contact tracing
Manual/traditional contact tracing:
●

●
●

Public health oﬃcials trace, contact, test, treat,
and advise people who have have been
exposed to an aﬀected person
Tech to support manual eﬀorts
Limits of manual contact tracing (memory
gaps, scalability, trust)

Can also be supplemented by automated contact
tracing and exposure notiﬁcation:
●

Digital technology to notify individuals of
possible exposure/to provide PHA’s with
additional information for analysis + modelling
(depending on design)

Graph source: Washington Governor, Jay Inslee Policy Brief, April 2020

Contact tracing apps: Key design
choices & trade-oﬀs
●

Centralized vs Decentralized

●

Bluetooth vs GPS location and/or WiFi

●

Voluntary vs mandatory

●

Conﬁrmed diagnosis vs Self-reported

Spectrum of approaches to digital CT
Minimal approach:
“Exposure notiﬁcation”

●

Works alongside, but
independently of, manual
contact tracing

To varying degrees, augmentation of
manual contact tracing with digital data
that can be shared with public health
authorities (e.g., location data) for
contact tracing, memory aid, and virus
analysis (can share anonymized → PII)

Centralized,
triangulated
location data
collection,
mandatory
(privacy-invasive)

●

●

DP-3T (European group);
Apple/Google protocol

Risk of data ﬂooding system & only
useful if capacity to follow-up

●

MIT Private Kit: Safe Paths, Utah’s
Healthy Together app, PEPP-PT

South Korea,
China, Israel (Shin
Bet tracking program now
frozen)

Bluetooth signals to record
proximity, stored on-device as
anonymous beacons, fully
voluntary

●

●

Maximal
approach

●

●

●

Diverse middle-ground
approaches

At least 22 jurisdictions
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Contact tracing in the states
Many states are currently
focusing on ramping up
their manual contact tracing
eﬀorts.
This involves: funding,
testing, hiring, and training. It
may also involve contracting
with outside vendors for tech
to support manual contact
tracing (e.g., CMS’s,
databases, data brokers)

Contact tracing app

Exposure notiﬁcation
(Apple-Google API)

●

Utah (Healthy Together)

●

North Dakota (Care19)

●

Alabama

●

South Dakota (Care19)

●

South Carolina

●

North Dakota
(Care19 Exposure)

●

Virginia

Non-app tracking tools
●

Colorado

●

Kansas (“social distancing
dashboard”)

Many other states are
still investigating their
options

Apple-Google API for Exposure Notiﬁcation

Eﬀectiveness, utility & adoption rate
The 60% myth
Eﬀectiveness factors:
●
●
●

●

User penetration
Public trust
Integration and
data sharing with
other systems and
apps
Cross-border
interoperability
with other systems
Graph taken from MIT Technology Review “No, coronavirus apps don’t need 60% adoption
to be eﬀective”, discussing Oxford research

Public attitudes, trust & adoption
How Americans see digital privacy issues amid the
COVID-19 outbreak (Pew Research Center)

The inﬂuence of beneﬁts, accuracy, and privacy on
willingness to adopt COVID19 apps (Cornell University)
Do people intend to install COVID contact tracing apps if
the app...

The pandemic & the protests: Mixed messages
Public health authorities + health
experts:
●

Called for automated contact
tracing to supplement manual
eﬀorts

●

Some have called for centralized
systems to perform research

●

Some have called for GPS
location-based systems to better
understand how and where the
virus is spreading

US protests and law enforcement:
●

Law enforcement have recently
repurposed the term “contact
tracing” as a way to track the
protesters movements in the US

●

Law enforcement may want to
use tech to surveil protesters (but
2018 Carpenter case)

●

Consumer Reports recommended
protesters to disable location
tracking (GPS, Bluetooth, Wiﬁ) and
to turn oﬀ phone (cell towers)

Equity + fairness
●

Uneven broadband access - need better broadband coverage across
the nation to prevent black spots

●

Only 80% of Americans have smartphones - deploy more
smartphones and government to pay for data packages, or deploy
tracking beacons

●

Some populations may experience greater harm, or fear of harm,
from having their data collected - data cannot be handed to law or
immigration enforcement + use of data must be limited to public
health response

●

Promote equitable distribution of beneﬁts and burdens (do not
propagate pre-existing patterns of unfair disadvantage or distribute
harm and risks unfairly throughout the population)

Voluntary vs Mandatory
●

Option 1: Voluntary “opt-in”; Option 2: Voluntary option to “opt out”; Option 3: Mandated
by government; or Option 4: Mandated as a precondition to enter certain certain
premises (e.g., restaurant, grocery store, workplace, school, airplanes)

●

Consent at what stage(s)? (1) app installation (2) processing of positive diagnosis for
notiﬁcation, or (3) for relevant scientiﬁc research

●

If voluntary, how can adoption be incentivized?
○

Economic incentives

○

Trust-based incentives
■

Privacy-by-design

■

Purpose limitation

■

Transparency

■

Accuracy

■

Community involvement & values

■

Trusted parties (public health authorities,
community leaders), & communication campaigns

■

Accountability & oversight

■

Legislation + penalties

Employment & retail context
Obligation for employers to make employees to feel safe at work - part
of wider return to work strategies (e.g., temperature checks, periodic
testing, other tech solutions)
● Consent (?)
●

Diﬀerences between enterprise solutions and consumer contact
tracing apps

●

Conditioning services or entry to premises on having an app
installed (immunity passports)

●

Discrimination

●

Equity and fairness

●

Recent legislative proposals - where are they drawing the line?

Frameworks, principles & recommendations
●

CDC preliminary criteria for evaluating digital contact tracing tools for COVID-19

●

MIT Privacy Principles

●

Hopkins Guiding Principles for the Use of Digital Technologies for Pandemic
Response

●

Model Data Processing Agreement (US Digital Response)

●

Canadian Privacy Commissioner: Privacy principles for contact tracing apps

●

European Data Protection Board Guidelines on contact tracing apps

●

Common EU Toolbox for Member States on contact tracing applications
(following detailed Recommendation by the European Commission in April)

●

European Parliament April 17 resolution on EU coordinated action to combat
COVID-19, including speciﬁc recommendations for contact tracing apps

Governance, accountability & oversight
●

●

Governance & accountability
○

Transparency (including publicly available source code for scrutiny)

○

Risk assessments and performance monitoring (e.g., human supervision of accuracy)

○

Oﬃcially recognized apps (e.g., involvement or approval of public health authority)

External oversight:
○

Privacy & Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB)

○

State-level committees

○

EU Commission: Data Protection Authorities “should be fully involved and
consulted in the context of development of the app and they should keep its
deployment under review”

○

UK Data Ethics Advisory Board

US COVID privacy legislation
Existing restrictions (FTC Act, CCPA, privacy
policies, contracts, licensing agreements, app
store policies, sector-speciﬁc laws)

Narrow contact tracing bills:
●

Warren: The creation of a
nationwide contact tracing strategy
(mainly focused on manual contact
tracing, but also includes provisions
relating to automated contact
tracing)

●

Cantwell-Cassidy (bipartisan):
Automated exposure notiﬁcation
services

Comprehensive federal privacy legislation:
●

Cantwell’s COPRA

●

Wicker staﬀ discussion draft

Broad COVID data privacy bills (any data
used for COVID-related purposes):
●
●

Blumenthal (D)
Wicker (R)

State legislation: e.g., Kansas

Concluding remarks
As the pandemic unfolds, key questions that arise in the context of privacy and tech
are:
● What standards and rules should be put in place to protect individuals’ privacy;

and
● Who should be making those rules?

● How should accountability be promoted through transparency and oversight?
While the legislative process for COVID-related data is advancing, the business and
platform standards for apps are falling into place, and technical and policy decisions
are being made within companies, as well as by governments and public health
authorities, with the input of epidemiologists, ethicists, computer scientists,
technologists, cryptographers, and experts in communications, psychology, security,
and data protection.

Understanding the world of geolocation data

FPF and other Resources
●

Stacey Gray (FPF) “Understanding the World of Geolocation Data”

●

Jules Polonetsky (FPF) “Will I Install an Exposure Notiﬁcation App? Thoughts on the Apple-Google API”

●

Gabriela Zanﬁr-Fortuna (FPF) “European Union’s Data-Based Policy Against the Pandemic, Explained”

●

Pollyanna Sanderson (FPF) “FPF Charts the Role of Mobile Apps in Pandemic Response”

●

IDAC “Privacy in the Age of COVID: An IDAC Investigation of COVID-19 Apps”

●

Stacey Gray (FPF) “A Closer Look at Location Data: Privacy and Pandemics”

●

FPF “Newly Released COVID-19 Privacy Bills Would Regulate Pandemic-Related Data”

●

FPF “Bipartisan Privacy Bill Would Govern Exposure Notiﬁcation Services”

●

Sophia Landress (FPF) “Apple & Google Update Terms for COVID-19 Apps”

●

FPF COVID-19 Privacy & Data Protection Resources

●
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Thanks for listening!
Any questions?
Contact me with anything I missed:
psanderson@fpf.org
Follow Future of Privacy Forum on Twitter to keep up-to-date
with emerging consumer privacy issues:
@futureofprivacy
For privacy and privacy-legislation-related tweets, follow me on
Twitter: @PrivacyPoll

